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ABSTRACT 
The 89S52 microcontroller (MCU) is very popular among the 
students, teachers, engineers, scientists and amateurs to build small 
and cost effective projects for learning purposes and or to 
incorporate it in a bigger project. In these projects, the chip remains 
in the system and occasionally need arises to change the program 
bytes of the code memory (flash) without removing the MCU from 
the holding instrument. To facilitate entering new codes into the 
flash without employing expensive commercial ROM Programmer, 
an interface circuit exists within the 89S52 known as ‘In-System 
Programming Interface (ISP)’. ISP Programming requires two 
components viz., (i) an interactive GUI (Graphical User) Interface 
(Fig. 7) at the IBMPC side, and (ii) an auxiliary communication 
controller (ACC) at the target MCU side (Fig. 1). The GUI interface 
transfers ‘control information (Chip Erase, Chip Blank, Chip Write, 
Chip Read, Lock Security Bits and etc.)’ and ‘Intel-Hex’ formatted 
program bytes over COM port to the ACC. The ACC decodes the 
control information, extracts the program bytes and then configures 
the programming mode of the target MCU. It then activates the ISP 
interface as per ‘Serial Programming Instructions [1]’ for writing 
the received program bytes into the flash of the target MCU. This 
paper has presented the development procedures of the GUI 
interface written using C# programming language, which is 
compatible with Windows 7 operating system. The GUI has been 
tested in an existing 89S52 based ‘CMCKIT: CISC Microcontroller 
Learning Kit (Fig. 1)’ and found to be working as expected. The 
contents of this paper will encourage the interested readers to learn 
C# programming language, physical COM port hardware and 
programming, virtual COM port concept and finally creating new 
versions of GUI Interfaces for their own ISP Programmers. 
 

Index Terms—GUI Interface, ISP Interface, Virtual serial 
COM port, Intel-Hex Frame, 89S52 MCU, and C#. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 
The 8051 is the generic name for the widely used 8-bit 

microcontrollers like 89C2051, 89C51, 89S51, 89S52, 
89S8252 and the like. Some of these microcontrollers have 
built-in code memory and data memory (called EEPROM) 
with respective security bits. Application programs for these 
microcontrollers are created using SDCC (Small Device C 
Compiler) or the Assembler (MIDE-51) on the IBMPC 
canvas. The output of the assembler (compiler) is an Intel-
Hex formatted file (Section-III), which is an ASCII file and is 
composed of many frames. Each frame contains a number of 
control bytes along with the actual binary codes of the 
application program.  

There are two ways for fusing the program bytes into the 
code memory of the microcontroller. These are: 

i. Using Commercial Parallel ROM Programmer: Convert 
the Intel-Hex formatted file into a Binary file using utility 
software. Remove the MCU from the holding instrument 
and place it into the ZIF socket of the ROM Programmer  
and then fuse the program codes. Parallel programming is 
faster compared to an ISP-based serial programmer as it 
allows writing 8-bit data at a time. 

ii. Using In-System Serial Programming Interface (ISP): The 
ISP programming scheme does not use commercial ROM 
programmer for fusing program bytes into the flash of the 
MCU. There is a built-in interface circuitry (called ISP) 
within the 89S52 MCU, which is only a 3-wire system 
(Fig. 1) and allows a host processor performing full 
programming tasks (Chip Erase, Chip Blank, Chip Write, 
Chip Read and Locking Security Bits) on the flash of the 
MCU. The ISP programming is slower compared to a 
parallel programmer as data movement occurs one bit at a 
time but it offers a low cost programmer.  

 

 There are many things that we need to accumulate and 
develop to build an operational ISP Programmer. In this short 
conference paper, we have only presented the development 
procedures of the GUI Interface using C# programming 
language, which is compatible with Windows 7 operating 
system. The GUI interface transfers control information and 
the Intel-Hex formatted program codes into the ACC of the 
CMCKIT.  
 Because the GUI (Fig. 7) will communicate with the ACC 
(Fig. 1) for programming the flash of the target MCU (Fig. 1), 
we need to have an overall view of the total ISP System. This 
motivation has guided us to include additional topics in this 
paper like  ‘Hardware Block Diagram of the CMCKIT that 
holds the ACC and target MCU’, ‘Anatomy of Intel-Hex 
Frame’,  ‘Hardware details and assembly programming of 
physical COM port’ and ‘Control Program Flow Chart of 
ACC. However, our main focus will remain concentrated 
towards the development of the GUI interface using C# 
programming environment. 

The paper is organized to contain in Sections – (ii) 
Hardware Block Diagram of the CMCKIT, (iii) Anatomy of 
Intel-Hex Formatted Frame, (iv) Serial Communication 
Controller Hardware for COM1 Port of IBMPC, (v) 
Communication Protocols between GUI and ACC, (vi) Serial 
Communication Port Model under C#, (vii) Development of 
GUI Interface under C#, (viii) Virtual Serial COM Port 
Communication Concept, (ix) Flow Chart for the Control 
Program of the Auxiliary Communication Controller, and (x)  
Conclusions and References.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

III.  ANATOMY OF  AN INTEL-HEX FRAME 
The binary codes of an application program for the 89S52 

chip of the CMCKIT are coming down from the IBMPC as 
Intel-Hex formatted frames (Section-IIIB). An Intel-Hex 
frame is an ASCII frame, which means that the digits as are 
seen in the display/print of the frame are actually being 
transmitted by their corresponding ASCII values during 
transmission. For example: The ‘: (colon)’ is being conveyed 
by 3Ah, the 0 (zero) is being conveyed by 30h and so on.   

In the following subsections, we are documenting the 
mechanisms of obtaining Intel-Hex frames for the binary 
codes of an application program.  
A. Program Source Code Listing to Blink LEDR2 of Fig. 1 
 The following listing includes the assembly source codes 
and their binary codes. The binary codes have been obtained 
by processing the source codes by the MIDE-51 assembler 
package. The left-column numbers are the flash locations into 
which the program codes would be fused. 
0000     ORG      0000H   ; boot location 

0000 02 00 30  RST:  LJMP 0030H 

 

0030     ORG  0030H 

0030 75 D0 00    START: MOV  SW, #00H 

0033 75 81 70           MOV  P, #70H 

0036 D2 90   L1:      SETB     P1.0 

0038 12 00 43             LCALL    TDELAY 

003B C2 90   L2:      CLR      P1.0 

003D 12 00 43             LCALL    TDELAY 

0040 02 00 36  L3:    LJMP     L1 

 

0043 7F FF   TDELAY:  MOV      R7, #0FFH 

0045 7E FF       L4:      MOV      R6, #0FFH 

0047 DE FE       L5:      DJNZ     R6, L5 

0049 DF FA       L6:      DJNZ     R7, L4  

004B 22          L7:      RET 

 
B. Intel-Hex Frames for the Binary Codes of Section-IIIA 
 The following four frames known as Intel-Hex frames are 
produced by the MIDE-51 assembler package for the binary 
codes of the LED blinking program of Section-IIIA. Intel-
Hex frames form a convenient vehicle for transferring 
program binary codes from a host computer to a client 
computer using COM port. Because binary data bytes remain 
within the digits of  0 – F, they could be easily transmitted as  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ASCII characters (30h – 39h, 41h – 46h) without going into 
conflict with other data bytes.   
:03000000020030CB 

:1000300075D000758170D290120043C290120043B7 

:0C0040000200367FFF7EFFDEFEDFFA22AA 

:00000001FF 

 An Intel-Hex frame is coded in ASCII format, which 
means that each digit of the frame that we see on the screen 
(on the page as above) has been recorded in the hard disk as 
an 8-bit ASCII code. Thus, the recording of the 1st frame in 
the hard disk is actually like (spaces are inserted for clarity): 
3A 30 33 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 32 30 30 33 30 43 42   
 
C. Various Fields of an Intel-Hex Frame 

There are various fields in an Intel-Hex formatted frame, 
which are shown below along with their meanings. Because 
all the frames are similar, the meanings described here are 
applicable to all frames. 
:    03   0000   00  020030 CB   
(a)  (b)  (c)  (d)  (e)   (f) 

Field-a (colon) indicates the beginning of the transmission 
of a frame, which the auxiliary communication controller 
chip (U2 of Fig. 1) must catch to synchronize hand shaking.  

Field-b (03 here) indicates the number of actual 
‘information byes’ contained in Field-e of the frame. 

Field-c (0000 here) indicates the FLASH location into 
which the 1st byte of information (02h) would be stored. 

Field-d (00 here) indicates that there are more frames that 
are yet to be transmitted by the IBMPC. A value of 01 
indicates that there is no more frames waiting for 
transmission. This control code works as a mark for End-of-
File (EOF) for the client computer receiving the frames. 

Field-e (02 00 30) bears the actual information byte in 
ASCII format. This means that the receiver is actually 
collecting 3032 3030 3330. The receiving software (Fig. 10) 
must process these ASCII characters to retrieve the actual 
binary bytes – 020030. The readers are referred to Fig. 10 to 
see the mechanism of retrieving the binary values from the 
received ASCII codes. 

Field-f is the checksum (CHKSUM) and is computed by 
(i) adding all the data bytes from fields (b) to (e), (ii) the 
carry is discarded and (iii) two’s complement of the 
remaining 8-bit data is taken and is transmitted as the last 
field of the frame. CHKSUM helps detecting transmission 
errors in the received frame (Fig. 10).  
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II.   HARDWARE BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE CMCKIT CONTAINING ACC AND TARGET MCU 

Fig. 1  Hardware block diagram for the CMCKIT (in sit) containing ACC and target MCU 



IV. SERIAL COMMUNICATION CONTROLLER (SCC) 
HARDWARE STRUCTURE OF IBMPC FOR COM1 PORT 

A. Functional Hardware Block Diagram of SCC (INS8250) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2  Serial communication controller hardware for COM port of IBMPC   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3   Interrupt structure of serial communication port of IBMPC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4   Structure of an asynchronous data frame 

Commands that are given at the very high level using 
natural like English are ultimately translated into binary bits 
and are executed at the hardware level to bring into effect the 
changes we desire in the form of data transmit and receive. 
Therefore, it is desirable that we make a brief review on the 
functionalities and programming of the hardware (Fig. 2) of 
the SCC chip before going to understand the interfacing and 
interaction of the application software written in ASM and 
Visual C-Sharp (C#). 

Serial port of IBMPC handles data in asynchronous (async) 
mode, which means that the basic data item is an ASCII 
character (or 8-bit binary) and may be transmitted at any time 
and may arrive at the receiver at any other time. There is no 
timing reference between transmitter and receiver. However, 
both the receiver and the transmitter must be configured for 
identical baud rate, data length, parity bit and stop bit. 

 In async mode, before a data item is sent for transmission, 
it is inserted within a frame whose structure is depicted in Fig. 
4. The frame length is variable depending on the data length 
option, parity bit option and the stop bit option [2].  

Before the SCC chip is put into operation, it is initialized 
for the following functional modes: 
• Baud Rate, number of data bits, parity option and the 

number of stop bits with the help of LCR-register. 
• Modem control lines (DTR/, DSR/, RTS/, CTS/ and CD/) 

are to be shorted as indicated in Fig. 2 provided that there 
is no use of  external modem for data communication.  

• Activating the DTR/ and RTS/ with the help of MCR-
register to compensate for the absence of modem.  

• To activate data bits of the IER-registser for handling one 
or more of the communication events (commevents) on 
interrupt basis (Fig. 3). 

•  To activate data bit of MCR-register for enabling the 3-
state logic of SCC (Fig. 3) to pass interrupt signal to the 
master 8259 IPC chip of the IBMPC. 

• Enabling I-bit (Interrupt bit) of the FR-register of the 
80x86 microprocessor of the IBMPC for handling one or 
more communication events of the SCC on interrupt basis. 
However, if interrupt scheme is not used to handle data 

commevents, then service must be rendered by polling the 
status bit of the commevent under consideration. To serve 
this purpose, the SCC is equipped with status registers like 
IES, LSR and MSR (Fig. 2). The application program can 
read a bit of a status register, check its value and then deliver 
the services as needed. It can also keep polling a status bit 
until the desired commevent occurs. 

1) Data Item Transmission: Before sending a character 
(for example ‘A’ as in Fig. 4) to the TX-buffer for 
transmission, the CPU checks that the THR (Fig. 1) is empty 
by looking for LH-value for the THRE-bit of the LSR-
register. 8-bit data leaves the THR and enters into TFE logic 
where the start bit (LL), even parity bit (LL) and stop bit (LH) 
are added with the data bits as per Fig. 4. The TFE logic 
internally checks if the TSR-register has finished shifting out 
the previous character and then it transfers the current data 
byte into TSR for transmission. The TSRE-bit can also be 
monitored by the CPU. The THR can receive a new character 
from the CPU while the previous character is still being 
shifted out by the TSR.    

2) Data Item Reception: Serial data enters into RSR-
register and then into the RFD logic (Fig. 1) where the start 
bit, parity bit and the stop bits are stripped out. After 
performing necessary error checking, a valid 8-bit data is 
transferred into the RHR-register. The RXRDY-bit of the 
receiver section assumes LH indicating that there exits a valid 
data in the receiver. The CPU checks the RXRDY-bit and 
then reads the data byte from the RX-buffer. The RSR can 
receive a new character while the previous character is still 
being read out by the CPU.  

 

B.  Polling Method to Monitor Various Status Bits and then 
Performing Data Read/Write Operations with COM Port 
L1:;-Buad rate,data size,parity,stop bit set--- 

  mov al, Cbyte1 ; value of Cbyte1 is in [2] 
   mov dx, LCR 
   out dx, al  ;Cbyte is written into LCR 
  

L2: ;- disabling interrupt structure of SCC----- 
   mov al, Cbyte2 ; value of Cbyte2 is in [3]  
   mov dx, IER  ;Interrupt Enable Register 
   out dx, al 
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 L3: ;-activating the DTR/ and CTS/ lines---- 
   mov al, CByte3 ;value of Cbyte3 is in [2] 
   mov dx, MCR 
   out dx, al 
  

L4: ;-short Tx-pin & Rx-pin for loop back check- 
   ;-poll THRE (transmitter holding register  
   ; empty bit for LH and then write data on TX 
   mov dx, LSR 
   in  al, dx 
   and al, 20h ;LSR5 reflects THRE status 
   sub al, 20h 
   jnz L4   ; check again, THRE not empty 
  

L4A:-write data on Tx Register----  
   mov dx, TX 
   mov al, ‘A’ ; writing character A 
   out dx, al 
  

L5: ;-poll RXRDY (Receiver Ready with Data) bit  
; and then read data from RX-register 

   mov dx, LSR ;  
   in  al, dx 
   and al, 00h ; LSR0 reflects RXRDY status 
   sub al, 00h 
   jnz L5   ;check again, no data in RX 
  

L5A:;-read character from RX------- 
   mov dx, RX ; TX and RX have same address 
   in  al, dx ;receiver data in al-register 
 L6: ;-- done----------------------------------- 

 At label L1, a specific control byte (CByte1) is directly 
written into the LCR-register of COM port for setting up the 
desired baud rate, data size, parity bit and stop bit.  

At label L2, interrupt structure of the SCC chip of the 
COM port is kept disabled in order to perform all data 
communication tasks by polling method.  

At label L3, modem control lines are activated to conform 
to the loop-back connection as indicated in Fig. 1 to 
compensate for the absence of modem.  

At label L4, Transmitter Holding Register Empty (THRE) 
bit is being checked for active condition before writing into 
the TX-buffer. Here, the program keeps checking the THRE -
bit again and again until it becomes active. For some reasons, 
if the THRE-bit fails to become active, the polling scheme 
will into an infinite loop from which the CPU has no way to 
come out. This serious draw back has been corrected in the 
VC# programming environment (Fig. 6) with the introduction 
of the ‘timeout’ concept. At label L4a, the CPU has detected 
an active status for the THRE-bit and now it writes the 
character ‘A’ onto the TX-buffer.  

At label L5, the CPU keeps polling the RXRDY-bit for 
LH condition to understand that a valid data byte is present in 
the receiver and then reads the data byte from the RX-buffer. 
There is a possibility for the program to fall into an infinite 
loop of polling the RXRDY-bit should there is a break in the 
receive line and the character will never arrive at the receiver. 
This limitation has been corrected in the VC# with the 
introduction of the ‘timeout’ concept (Fig. 6). 

V.  COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS BETWEEN GUI AND ACC 
The ultimate goal of the GUI interface (Fig. 7) is to 

transfer the Intel-Hex frames (Section-IIIB) to ACC for 
onward writing into the flash of the target MCU (Fig. 2). All 
communications between the GUI and the ACC occur via 
physical serial COM port (Fig. 8) or virtual COM port (Fig. 
8)) of the IBMPC. Before the GUI sends the ‘Write 
Command’ and the Intel-Hex frames to the ACC, it 
communicates with the ACC to ensure that the – 
i. Serial Programmer is found ready after sending the 

‘Ready Command’. 
ii. Target MCU is found fully erased after sending the ‘Erase 

Command’. 

iii. ACC enables the ‘MCU Write Logic’ after receiving the 
‘Write Command’.   

iv. ACC receives an Intel-Hex frame, extracts the program 
bytes in binary format, save them in an array, performs 
checksum error, writes them into the ordered locations of 
the flash, sends an acknowledgement signal to the GUI 
for sending the next frame and finally issues a control 
code (04) marking the end of write function (End-of-File). 

 
 The above-mentioned steps may be re-written as follows 
in the form of control structures: 
L1A: ;--checking if ISP Programmer is ready-- 

GUI sends code 01h to ACC via COM port 
If (received response from GUI ≠ 06h) 

   Exit subroutine with Error Message 
   “Programmer is not ready...!” 
L1B: ;--programmer ready-------------------- 
  Enable Erase Function of GUI 
 
L2A: ;--chip erase function----------------- 
  GUI sends code 15h to ACC via COM port 

If (received response from GUI ≠ 06h) 
   Exit subroutine with Error Message 
   “Bad Erase…!” 
L2B: ;--chip is erased---------------------- 
  Enable Write Function of GUI 
  
L3A: ;--chip Write function----------------- 
  GUI sends code 05h to ACC via COM port 

If (received response from GUI = 06h) 
   ACC has enabled its ‘Write Logic’ 
   Waiting to receive Intel-Hex frame 
L3B: ;--write logic of ACC is enabled------- 
  Enable File Management scheme of GUI 
 
L4A: ;--browse for file, get file name,  

;--open file, read file & save in buffer 
do 

Keep sending frames to ACC  
  While (received code ≠ Frame CHKSUM ERR 
           OR End-of-File Mark) 

L4B: ;--frame checksum error or EOF mark---- 
  If (received code = 18h) 
   Exit subroutine with Error Message 
   “Frame Checksum does not agree…!” 
  If (received code = 04h) 
   Exit subroutine with Normal Message 
   “Write has been successful…!” 

 
VI.   SERIAL COMMUNICATION PORT MODEL UNDER C# 

A.  COM Port Model in Win7-C# Programming Platform 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 5   Serial communication port model under C# 
 

In Section-IV, we have seen a model (Fig, 2~3) of COM 
port under DOS and assembly language platform. In this 
mode, every piece of information is available to user through 
assembly language programming. User could check a status 
bit for active condition and then write data into it. To avoid 
the possibility of falling into an infinite loop due to an 
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electronically faulty TX, the user could start a ‘Watch Dog 
Timer (WDT)’ at the background for a specified amount of 
time. At the elapse of the programmed time, the WDT would 
interrupt the CPU for coming out of the infinite loop.   

The advent of modern computer operating systems and 
high level programming languages have provided enormous 
opportunity to the users to avoid looking into the details of 
the SCC hardware and signals, using of the cryptic syntax 
rules of assembly language. The user can now invoke the C# 
and view COM port in a very simplified manner (Fig. 5).  
The C# has also represented the SCC and its signals by an 
abstract concept what is called object/control–the serialport 
object (Fig. 6). The serialport object has ‘properties’, 
‘methods’, ‘functions’ and ‘reactions’, which could be 
combined with simplified COM port of Fig. 5 to build a GUI 
interface, which is ‘Event Driven’, ‘Interactive’ and 
‘Reactive to Mouse Click’.        

B. serialport Object of C#  for Handling COM Port 

 Visual C# (C#) is a mixed language, which has imported 
many features of C and Visual Basic [4, 5] into its own object 
oriented programming environment. It insulates many of the 
low-level tasks to the users through the introduction of 
‘object/control’.  
 An object (or control) is a self-contained functional block 
containing pre-compiled codes and is similar to a control of 
the WIN OS. A control contains both data and the procedures 
that describe how to manipulate the data. The C# control 
allows us grasping one or more of the APIs of the Windows 
OS and hooks them with the GUI interface. When we place a 
‘TextBox’ control on the form, the little screen inherits most 
of the important properties of the Notepad editor of the 
Windows OS. Visible controls are seen on the form during 
(Erase Button of Fig. 7) run time and the invisible controls 
(serialport, Fig. 6) are not seen on the form during run time, 
but they can still receive ‘software action’ from the user.  
  The C# provides a control called ‘serialport’ for the 
initialization, operation and management of the serial COM 
port of the IBMPC. The control insulates the user from 
knowing all the details of the serial COM port as discussed in 
Section-IV. The serialport control is associated with a set of 
properties (Fig. 6), methods, functions and reactions, whose 
syntax structures are very close to human interface. Fig. 6 
depicts the list of properties for the serialport control.   

C. Characteristics of a Control 

• It has properties: It is the property through which a 
user exchanges data with the control. It is like 
passing arguments to a subroutine and receiving 
return values.  

• It is subjected to ‘Methods’: An object has a method and 
when the method is applied on the object, the object 
performs something. This means that a method tells the 
associated object to take some action. For example: The 
‘CommonDialog’ control has the method ‘ShowOpen’, 
which when applied on the control, the control 
communicates with the WIN OS and hooks up its ‘file 
opening’ capabilities with the GUI interface.   

•  It is associated with a set of predefined events: An event 
is automatically generated when the control is subjected 
to an action like making a mouse click on the Quit control 
of the interface of Fig. 7. It means that a control reacts to 
an action by jumping to a procedure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6   Properties list for the COM port control serialport1under C# 

VII.   DEVELOPMENT OF GUI INTERFACE UNDER C#  

 Now, we are in a position to develop an interactive and 
visually stunning Graphical User Interface (Fig. 7) to perform 
all the programming tasks on the flash of the target MCU. 
The GUI systematically executes all the protocols as outlined 
in Section-V. We have chosen the C# language for the 
development of the GUI interface. C# is a mixed language, 
compatible with Microsoft .NET Framework and thus can 
hook-up many features of the Microsoft’s modern operating 
systems including Windows 7. Let us follow procedures [6] 
of C# programming environment for the creation of GUI. 
 
A. Pictorial View of the Graphical User Interface 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 7   Graphical User Interface for transferring Intel-Hex frames 



A. Code Listing for the Graphical User Interface of Fig. 7 
namespace WindowsFormsApplication1 
{ 

public partial class Form1 : Form 
   { 

byte[] intput; 
       public Form1() 
      { 
        InitializeComponent();     

/*serialPort1 parameters are initialized 
Via properties window (Fig. 6) */ 

          BrowseHexFile.Enabled = false; 
          Erase.Enabled = false; 
          Write.Enabled = false; 
          BrowseHexFile.Enabled = false; 
          OpenHexFile.Enabled = false; 
          SendHexFile.Enabled = false; 
          hexFilenameholder.Enabled = false; 
          hexFilenameholder.Text = ""; 
        serialPort1.Open(); 
      }  

private void BrowseHexFile_Click_1(object 
                            sender, EventArgs e) 

   { 
      openFileDialog1.Filter= "C# files|*.hex|All   
                                            files|*.*"; 
      openFileDialog1.ShowDialog(); 

hexFilenameholder.Text =  
openFileDialog1.FileName; 

      textBox1.Text = "Click on Open Hex File  
                                              Button"; 
      OpenHexFile.Enabled = true; 
   } 

private void Erase_Click_1(object sender,  
                                    EventArgs e) 

    { 
      byte[] bytes = { 0x15 }; 
      serialPort1.Write(bytes, 0, 1); 
      byte[] recev = new byte[10]; 
      serialPort1.Read(recev, 0, 1); 
      if (recev[0] == 0x06) 
       { 
         textBox1.Text += Environment.NewLine 
                                        +"Erase Done"; 
           label2.Text = "Erase Done"; 
           Write.Enabled = true; 
        }     
       else 
        { 
         textBox1.Text += Environment.NewLine +  
                                     "bBad Erase "; 
           label2.Text = "Bad Erase"; 
        } 
    } 

private void M89S52_Click_1(object sender,  
                                       EventArgs e) 
    { 
       byte[] bytes = { 0x01 }; 
       byte[] recev = new byte[10]; 
 
       try 
        { 
           serialPort1.Read(recev, 0, 1); 
          if (recev[0] == 0x06) 
              textBox1.Text = Environment.NewLine +  
                      "Serial Programmer is Ready"; 
           else 
              textBox1.Text = Environment.NewLine +  
                         "Serial Programmer NoT Ready"; 
                 
            Erase.Enabled = true; 
        } 

} 
private void Write_Click(object sender, 
                                    EventArgs e) 

    { 
       byte[] bytes = { 0x05 }; 
       serialPort1.Write(bytes, 0, 1); 
       byte[] recev = new byte[10]; 
       serialPort1.Read(recev, 0, 1); 

if (recev[0] == 0x06) 
        { 
           BrowseHexFile.Enabled = true; 
           textBox1.Text += Environment.NewLine +  
                 "Click To Browse for HEX formatted  

                  binary file to be written into MCU "; 
        } 
       else 
           textBox1.Text += Environment.NewLine +  
                                      "Bad Browse"; 
    } 

 
private void OpenHexFile_Click(object sender,  

                                       EventArgs e) 
    { 
      FileStream fs = new FileStream 
                      (openFileDialog1.FileName,  
                      FileMode.Open, FileAccess.Read); 
      intput = new byte[fs.Length]; 
      fs.Read(intput, 0,  

Convert.ToInt32(fs.Length)); 
      SendHexFile.Enabled = true; 
    } 

private void SendHexFile_Click(object sender,  
                                       EventArgs e) 
    { 
      textBox1.Text += Environment.NewLine; 
      int i = 0; 
      byte[] recev = new byte[10]; 
      L1: serialPort1.Write(intput, i, 1); 
      textBox1.Text += Convert.ToChar(intput[i]); 
      serialPort1.Read(recev, 0, 1); 
      if (recev[0] == 0x06) 
        { 
          i++; 
          goto L1; 
        } 
          if (recev[0] ==0x18) 
   { 
           textBox1.Text += “Checksum Error”;  
             Application.Exit(); 

}  
if (recev[0] == 0x04) 

           label1.Text = "Write Has Been   
                                          Successfull"; 
       } 

private void button1_Click(object sender,          
                                    EventArgs e) 

   { 
      Application.Exit(); 
   } 

} 
} 

VIII.  VIRTUAL SERIAL PORT COMMUNICATION CONCEPT 

Nowadays, we have some computers, which are equipped 
with physical serial COM ports and others viz., Laptops, 
Notebooks and some desktops do not have these ports. The 
GUI of Fig. 7 is COM-dependant software and looks for 
physical COM port to exchange data with the peripherals. 
Computers that are missing physical COM ports but are 
equipped with USB ports allow the execution of the COM-
dependant GUI interface through the creation of a VCOM 
(Virtual COM) port. The VCOM port is software simulated 
port and is created when specialized software (called device 
driver, Fig. 9) is installed in the IBMPC. The VCOM (Fig. 8) 
has two sides with one side communicating with GUI using 
async RS232 serial protocols and the other side exchanges 
equivalent USB protocols to the USB controller. There exists 
a smart conversion cable (Fig. 9) for USB↔RS232 logic 
conversion.  This cable receives ‘USB Protocols’ from the 
IBMPC and delivers the equivalent ‘RS232 Protocols’ to the 
target peripheral devices. After installation of the device 
driver, the smart cable is inserted in a USB port. The cable is 
automatically detected by the device driver and a VCOM port 
is assigned (say COM7), which we let the serialport1 control 
know via the property list of Fig. 6. If the cable is assigned 
different VCOM port (say COM3) due to changed USB port, 
then it is possible to override COM7 by COM3 through 
‘Device Manager Tool’ of the Windows OS of the IBMPC.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8   Virtual serial communication (VCOM) port 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

X.  CONCLUSIONS 

 This is an academic paper, which has been prepared from 
experimental data in order to disseminate knowledge and 
technology on how to handle physical COM port and VCOM 
port to exchange data with peripherals under Windows 7-C# 
based GUI interface. This paper describes the hardware 
details of the COM port to understand the C#’s role of hiding 
these resources through the introduction of serialport 
object/control. The GUI could be improved to accommodate 
more programming tasks like ‘Chip Read’, ‘Blank Check’, 
‘Locking Security Bits’ and etc. Experiences gathered from 
this project could be employed to develop GUI interface to 
drive parallel programmer for ATmega32 MCU and other 
power control devices. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 9   The smart USB↔RS232 conversion cable and device driver [7] 
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IX.  FLOW CHART FOR THE CONTROL PROGRAM OF THE AUXILIARY COMMUNICATION CONTROLLER (ACC)

Fig. 10   Flow chart for the control program of the auxiliary communication controller (ACC) of Fig. 1 [8] 



 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


